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Old Boiler Shop: Proud and Shaun, (2008), Sharon Lockhart
© courtesy of the artist, on show at Artes Mundi 6, Chapter Art Centre, until
22 February 2015.
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holiday in Margate

They have it good compared with the overworked plantation workers in the nearby film by Renzo
The Dutch artist is concerned that contemporary art only impacts the metropolitan centres
Van Dyck takes a seaside
of the West and is on an artistsic mission to gentrify parts of the Congo by establishing an art
holiday in Margate
centre in the heart of Africa. Locals have made sculptures which Marten has scanned and recreated
in chocolate. You can buy them in the shop of the National Museum, with all proceeds going back
to the project and the artists.
News
Marten.

C24 Feature

National Museum Cardiff was also the venue for Continuity, a film by Omer Fast. Thanks to the Is-

John Virtue is ephemeral
raelimonumental
artist’s knack
for storytelling, this looping 40-minute film felt more like five minutes in length.
and
at Towner

But dealing with PTSD and incest (if only indirectly), Fast’s tale of a young man, ostensibly back
war in Afghanistan, was as dark as it was well conceived and shot.
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with a stuffed goat on a bicycle which clatters around a circular track in a space devoted to the work
of Theaster Gates. This masonic symbol is apparently part of the artist’s attempts to link spirit with
labour and his wider project is the development of the Dorchester district in Chicago.
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development in the next gallery, where Carlos Bunga has installed an imposBawden
watercolours
ing cardboard
corridor the length of one of the National Museum’s galleries. The abstract concerns

of the Portuguese might seem at odds with the rest of this socially-minded shortlist, but the title of
this site specific piece, Exodus, at once calls to mind migration, this year’s hot topic in the UK.

News

The Search for lost Edward
Bawden watercolours

This is a politically galvanising show and if all else fails to challenge the default state of passivity,
there is always the installation of Falha (Failure) by Renata Lucas. Reconstructed for the Artes
Mundi prize, with local materials and makers, this piece paves a gallery floor with wooden panels
which you are invited to lift into A shapes and otherwise rearrange. But to do so feels strangely
Interview
taboo.
With a shortlist more than twice as long as the Turner, greater prize money, more social engagea wider ambition, one wonders why Artes Mundi doesn’t grab the headlines it deserves.
The prize many Britons love to hate is announced on December 1 and will be everywhere. You’ll
just have to keep your eyes peeled on January 22 for the winner of Artes Mundi 6.
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http://www.culture24.org.uk/art/art505152-Nine-artists-in-citywide-Artes-Mundi-exhi... 09/02/2015

